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ON INFINITESIMAL MINIMAL VARIATIONS OF ANTI-INVARIA~T
SUBMANIFOLDS OF A KAEHLERIAN MANIFOLD

By El'LYO~G PAK A};D lJ-HA:'\G Kl

Introduction

Chen ([2J), Yano ([2J, [;:3J, [5J, [9J) , Pak ([9J) and one of the present
authors ([9J) have recently studied infinitesimal variations of submanifolds
of a Riemannian manifold.

On the other hand, Yano and Kon ([8J) have studied infinitesimal anti
invariant normal variations of submanifolds ,\frn of a Kaehlerian manifold
M2rn.

Tl:e main purpose of the present parer is to inwstigate infinitesimal anti
invariant variations which carry a minimal submanifold into a minimal sub
manifold. Such an infinitesimal variation will be called in this paper an anti
-invariant minimal variation.

In ~ 1, we prepare the structure equations of d-e rEti il~vurinnt submani
fold of a Kaehlerian manifold. In ~ 2 we reedl the fundamental properties
of anti-invariant variations obtained in [8J and review the definitions of pa
rallel and isometric variations. In § 3, we derive integral formulas on iso
metric variations and prove some theorems to te }:arallel. In the last § 4 we
study anti-invariant minimal variations which preserve h·T of the submanifo
Id of a Kaehlerian manifold of constant holomorphie sectional curvature.

§ 1. Anti-iuY:lriant submanifolds of :l Kaehlerian manifold.

Let lI,j2rn be a real 2m -dimensional Kaehlerian manifold covered by a sys
tem of coordinate neighborhoods (U; x h} and with almost complex structure
tensor Fih and Hermitian metric tensor gji, where, here and in the sequel,
the indices h, i, .I, k, ... run over the range {l, 2, ''', 2nz}. Then we have

(1. 1)

where [7 j denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with res}:ect to tt.e
Christoffel symbols r j,h formed with g ji'

Let M" be an ll-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods {V; :)la} and with metric tensor gcb, where, here
and in the sequel, the indices a, b, c, ... run over the range (l, 2, ''', 11) • We
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assume that Mn is isometrically immersed in M2m by the immersion i: M'"
_M2m and identify i(Mn) with Mn. We represent the immersion i: M"
M2m locally by xh=xk(ya) and put B,}=Ol;X", (Ob = 0/21') , which are n line
arly independent vectors of M2m tangent to M". Since the immersion i is
isometric, we have

(1. 2)

We denote by Ci 2m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to M", where,
here and in the sequel, the indices x, y, z, ···runover the range {n+ 1, n+
2, ..., 2m} .

Then the equations of Gauss are written as

(1. 3)

where Vc denotes the operator of van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant diff
erentiation along Mn and hcbz are second fundamental tensors of Mn with
respect to the normals CZ h and those of Weingarten

(1. 4) VcCi= -hcayBah,

where h/y=hcbygbll=hcb"gbag,,;}"' gba denoting contravariant components of the

metric tensor gcb of M", and g"y the metric tensor of the norreal hundle.
If the transform by F of any vector tangent to M" is always normal to

M", that is, if there exists a tensor field fbz of mixed type such that

(1.5)

we say that M" is anti-in'Variant (or totally real) in M2m ([6J, [7J).
For the transform by F of normal vectors Cl, we have equations of the

form

(1. 6) F.hC i=j.aB h+j.zC k';y ;y a y z,

where f/=f"zgbag:z;y, which can also be written
= f/gba and fay=faZg:zy"
From (1. 5) and (1. 6) we find

as fya=fay, where f;y"

(1. 7)

(1. 8)

(1. 9)

IbYfyZ=O, 1/1;;"=0,

f ;;.f" z= -0 z+j. at. ZyJJt Y ya·

Differentiating (1. 5) and (1. 6) covariantly along M",
of Gauss and Weingarten, we find

and using equations

(1.10)

(1.11)

hcbZ!za-hcazlbz=o,

17efbz= -hcb'!/:, 17e//=hellzl/c,
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(1. 12) f7cfyx=h/yfaX-hca:I'j/.

Equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are respectively

(1. 13)

(1. 14)

and

(1. 15)

where

Kdcba = KkjihBicjbiah+hdaxhcbx- h/xhdbx,

0= Kkj'BdkcjbiCX" - (f7dhcbx- f7ch db x )

K x-oK .hI) kj(' i(~x I (h xh' -h xh')dcy -- kj, 'd c y h T d, c Y et d y

CXh=C/gYXgih ,

K dcyx being the curvature tensor of the connection induced m the normal
bundle.

§ 2. Infinitesimal variations of anti-invariant submanifolds. ([8J)

We consider an infinitesimal variation of anti-invariant submanifold Mn
of a Kaehlerian manifold M2m given by

(2. 1) xh = x h c.y) +~h (y) E,

where ~h (y) is a vector field of M2m defined along Mn and E IS an infinite
simal. We then have

(2.2)

where Ehh = (hxh are n linearly independent vectors tangent to the varied su
bmanifold. We displace Bbh paralIeIIy from the varied point (.fh) to the ori
ginal point (xh). We then obtain the vectors

Bbh= Bbh+Fjih (X+~E)~jBbiE

at the point (xh) , or

(2.3)

neglecting the terms of order higher than one with respect to E, where

(2.4)

In the sequel we always neglect terms of order higher than one with .re
spect to E. Thus putting

(2.5)

we have from (2.3)
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(2.6)

Putting

(2.7)
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we have

(2. 8) l7b~"= (l7br;tJ-hbtJx~:r)B/I+ (l7b~x+hbax~a)Ci.

Now we denote by C/ 2m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to the var
ied subrnanifold and by Cc" the vectors obtained from Cy " by parallel displ
acement of Cl from the point (.x") to (xh). Then we have

(2.9) Cl=Ci+rji"(x+t;6)t;j C/e.

We put

(2.10) oCy"=C,."-Ci

and assume that oC,." is of the form

(2.11) aC/=7),." e= (7)/Bah+r;/Ci) 6.

Then, from (2. 6), (2. 10) and (2. 11), we have

(2.12) C "=C k-r·.!1 ejC i6+ ('Yl aB k+')') xC ")6y y JI" % '/y a '/y x •

Applying the operator 0 to Bbj C/gjj=O and using (2.6), (2.8),
and ogji = 0, we find

(2.11)

(l7b~y+hbaye)+7)yb= 0,

where [;y=~%g%y and 7)yb=r;/gcb, or

(2.13) 7)/= - (l7a~J'+hbay ~b),

l7a being defined to be l7tJ=gacpe' Applying the operator 0 to C/Cxigji=OyX
and using (2.11) and ogji=O, we find

(2.14)

where 7}yx= 7)/g%x'
An infinitesimal variation given by (2. 1) is called an anti-invariant vari

ation if it carries an anti-invariant submanifold into an anti-invariant subm
anifold. For an infinitesimal variation given by (2.1), when [;x=O, that is,
when the variation vector t;" is tangent to the submanifold we say that the
variation is tangential and when t;a= 0, that is, when the variation vector
f;" is normal to the submanifold we say that the variation is normal.

Yano and Kon have proved in their paper ([8J):

THEOREM 2. 1. In order for an infinitesimal variation to carry an anti-
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invariant submanifold into an anti-invariant submanifold, it is necessary and
sufficient that the variation 'vector ~h satisfies

(2.15)

In this case the variation of fb x is gi'ven by

(2,16) r)fbx= (V'b;a-hbay;y)fax- (V'bf;,Y+hbaYt;a)fyx- !bYY}zx] e.

Suppose that an infinitesimal variation xh=xh+f;,he carries a submanifold
x h = x h (:>') into another submanifold x h = x h (y) and the tangent space of the
original submanifold at (xh) and that of the varied sumanifold at the corre
sponding point (xh) are parallel. Then we say that the variation is parallel
([5J). Since we have from (2. 5), (2.6) and (2.8)

Bbh- (Oba+ ({7b~a-hbaxe)e]Bah+ ({7bf;x+hbax~a)Cxhe,

we have

LEMMA 2. 2 ([5J). (1) In order for an infinitesimal variation to be parallel,
it is necessary and sufficient that

(2.17) {7be+hbax.;a=O.

(2) A parallel variation is an anti-invariant variation.

Applying the operator 0 to (1. 5) and using (2.6), (2.8) and ogjj=O,
we find (cf. [6J)

(2.18)

from which

(2.19) ogba= - (V'b~a+V'af;,b-2hbaxf;x)e.

A variation of a submanifold for which Ogcb=O is said to be isometric.
Now we assume that an anti-invariant variation preserves !hx, that is, o!hx

= 0. Then (1. 7) • (1. 8) and (2; 16) imply .

(2.20) V'b';c-hbCYf;,y=!hYfcxy}yx'

Thus, by (2.14), (2.18) and (2.20), we have ogcb=O. Therefore we ob
tain

THEOREM 2.3 ([8J). If an anti-invariant 'variation preserves fbx, then the
'variation is isometric.

§ 3. Isometric variations on compact submanifolds.

In this section we compute infinitesimal variations of the second fundame
ntal tensors and Christoffel symbols, and prove some integral formulas on
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(3.2)

an isometric variation.
For a tensor field carrying three kinds of indices, say T b/" it IS well

known that ([5J)

(3.1) iJfTeTb/,-fT,jJTb/'

=K•..hf:.kB iT. ;1;- (oF .a) T 11_ (oF "') T. h
1<)'" e uy Cu ay cy u'" ,

oFcba and iJFcy'" being the variation of the affine connection Fc"a induced on
Mn and that of the affine connection induced on the normal bundle of M"
respectively. Applying formula (3.1) to Bbh, we find

OP'eBbh-fTeOB"h=Kkijh~kBiBbil;- (iJFcba)B},

or using (1. 3) and (2. 6)

o(hcbXCxh) = (fTe[7b~h+ Kkiih~kBiBbi) 1;- (iJFeba) Bah,

from which, using (2. 11),

(iJhebx) Cxh+hebx(r;xaBall+r;xYC/') I;

= ([7cP'b~h+Kkil~kBiBbi)l;- (oFeb") Bah.

Thus we have

iJFeb"= (fTc[7b~h+ Kkil~kBibi) Bahl;-hcbxr;xal;,

iJhebx= -hebYr;yXI;+ ([7cfTbt;i+K"il~kBiBbj) CXhc:,

from which, using (1. 12) and (2. 8),

(3.3) iJheb"'= (~d(ldheb'"+h,bx (fTJ;e) +hee"'(fTKe)

- hcbYr;yxJc:+ (fTefTb';x+KkilC:/'BcibiCxh.;y

-hceXhb'y~YJI;.

Substituting (2.8) and (2. 13) into (3.2) and using equations (1. 13) of
Gauss and those (1. 14) of Codazzi, we have

(3.4) oFcba= (p'cfTb.;a+Kdcba';d)c:

- (pc(kb
ax.;xJ +Pb(kca~x) - P" (hcbxt;z) Je.

A variation of a submanifold for which oFeba=O is said to be affine.
In this section we suppose that a variation of the submanifdol Mft is iso

metric, we have from (2. 18)

(3.5)

from which,

(3.6)
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(3. 7) V b~b = hbbxf;x.

Since an isometric is affine, we have from (3. 4)

VCVcf;a+ Kcaf;c - 2Vc(hcaxt;x) +Va (hbbxt;x) = 0,

or, transvecting r;a

(VcVc';a) f;a +Kcbet;b-2~bVc (hcbxf;x) + ~cVc (hbbx~x) =0.

If we take account of (3.7), then the equation above can be written as

(3. 8) (VcVcf;a) f;a+ Kcbf;ce+ 2 (hcbxt;x) (hcbyf;Y) - (hbbx';x) 2

-2Vc(hcbx~xe) +Vc(hbbxef;c) =0.

On the other hand, we have

(3.9)

where L/=gcbVcVb'

Substituting (3.8) into (3.9) and using (3.6), we find

(3.10) Vc W c+ K cb ;c<2b+ (hcbx <2 X ) (hcbyf;Y) - (hbbxe) 2

- (Vc';b-hcbxf;x) (vc<2b-hCbyf;Y) =0,

where we have put

Wc = (1/2) Vc (r;ar;a) - 2hcbx f; xe+ (hbbx.;x) r;C'

Applying Green's theorem to (3. 10), we see that

SM [Kcb';C<2b+ (hcbx';x) (hcbyf;Y) - (hbbxt;x) 2

- (Vbt;b-hcbxf;x) (V't;b-hCbyf;Y) ]dV=O.

Taking account of (3.7), we have

PROPOSITION 3.1. If an infinitesimal O{)ariation xh=,xh+ (~aBah+t;xCxh)c of
a compact orientable submanifold is isometric and satisfies

then e is a harmonic vector field.

We now compute the variation of the mean curvature vector.
For a variation of the submanifold, we have

o(gCbhcbx) = (ogCb)hcbx+gCb6hcbx.

Substituting (2. 19) and (3. 3) into this, we find

(3.11)
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+ (kcbx) (kcbyt;y) +t;epckbbx-kaaYr;yz)e,

where Bji=Bcjbigeb.
If a variation of the submanifold preserves the mean curvature vector,

then we have from (3. 11)

(3.12) (pcpc/;z) t;x= - KkjihC/'BjiC/'/;YE;z- (hcbzE;z) (Acbyt;Y)

- (f7ckbbz) t;zt;e+'T)yx/;zkbby.

'Ye have the Gquation of Gauss (1.13)

(3. 13) Kcbt;eE;b= Kkjik (t;cBc") Bii (t;bBbk) +h/Z (hcbxt;cE;b)

- (kcext;e) (hbezt;b) .

On the other hand, we have

(3.14) (l/2).d(';aE;a+';,rE;z)

= (pcl7~a)ea+ (pcpc';x).;"+ iFct;b) (pcl;b) + (Pcl;,,) (pct;,,).

Substituting (3.8) and (3. 12) into (3. 14) and taking account of (2. 7),
(3. 6) and (3. 13), we have

(3. 15) pCuc= - Kkjik.;kBjit;k-2 (hcb,rE;z) (hcby!;y)

+ (hi'zE;z) 2+ (hcezt;c) (h{,r';b) + Wct;x) (vc.;:z)

+ (f7ct;b-hcbzt;z) (pct;b-hcbyE;Y)

- (pckbb,r) t;zt;c+'T)y,rE;,rhi'Y- (h/,,) (hcbzt;eif),

where we have put

A variation carries a minimal submanifold into a minimal submanifold,
that is, o(gCbhcb") =0 and hi',r=O, then we say that the variation is mini
mal.

For a minimal variation, we have from (3. 15)

(3. 16) I7cuc= - Kkjik t;kBiit;L':'2 (hcbzr;z) (hcbyt;y)

+ (hceZt;c) (hbez[;b) + (l7ce,,) (pcr;z)

+ (pc[;b-hcbzn (f7C[;b-hcbyE;y)

Thus, we have the following:

LEMMA 3. 2. Let M- be a compact orientable submanifold of a Riemannian
manifold. If an infinitesimal variation xk=xh+t;kc: of M" is isometric and
minimal, then we have
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(3. 17)

Moreover, if KkjiheBjie+2(hcbxf;x) (hcbyf;Y) ~O, then the 1:al'iation is parallel.

The final assertion then follows from Kkjihf;kBN;h+ 2 (hcbx';x) (hcbyf;Y) =0,

l7c';x=O and hcexf;e=O.

§ 4. Anti-invariant minimal variations.

In this section we suppose that an anti-invariant variation xh=xh+f;he,

where gji;j~i>O of the submanifold of a Kaehlerian manifold.

First of all, combining Theorem 2. 3 and Lemma 3.2, we have

THEOREM 4. 1. Suppose that an anti-in'variant 1:ariation of the submanifold
Mn of a Kaehlerian manifold is minimal and preserus. fbx. If Mn is com

pact and orientable, and satisfies

Kkjih[;kBiif;h+2(hcbx';x) (hCbyc;Y) ~O,

then the variation is parallel.

We now suppose that the ambient Kaehlerian manifold M2m is of cons
tant holomorphic sectional curvature k. Then we have

(4.1) K kjih = (l/4)k[gkhgji-gjhgki-FkhFji-FjhFki-2FkjFih].

Suppose also that a submanifold Mn of M2m is anti-invariant. Then we
have from (1. 5), (1. 14) and (2. 7)

(4.2)

(4.3)

KkjiheBji~h= k/ 4 [(n -1) ';a.;a + n';x';x+3 (fbx.;x) (fbYf;y)],

l7dhcbY- f7 chdbY=O.

From these facts we prove

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that M2m is a Kaehlerian manifold of constant ho

lomorphic sectional CU1"vature k~O and that Mn is a compact orientable anti
invariant submanifold of j\;J2m. If an anti-invariant minimal 7:ariation pres

en'es fbx, then the variation is parallel and k=O.

Proof. Since Mn is minimal, we see that from f7 chcbx=O. Thus we have

(4.4) pc (hcbxf;x<2b) = (hcbxf;x) (f7c<2b) + (hcbxf;b) (f7c~x).

According to Theorem 2.3, ofbx=O implies a isometric variation and con·
sequently (3.6) and (3. 16) are valid.

If we substitute (4.2) and (4.4) into (3.16) and take account of (3.6),
then
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+ (&7c~b-kebz~x) (&7c~b-kcby~Y)

+ (&7c';x+kux.;e) (&7c~x+kcdx';d).

Thus, by Green's theorem, we have 1'=0, &7c~b=kcbx';xand &7c';x+kcbx~b=O,

which proves the theorem.
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